Centre of Teaching Excellence in Language Learning Previous Events

The Centre of Teaching Excellence for Language Learning Launch Event
2 November 2018, Language Lounge

This event brought together language teaching experts from the University and beyond to launch the Centre of Teaching Excellence for Language Learning (CTELL).

‘Coffee, Cake and Conferences’
16 November 2018, 3pm - 4pm, Language Lounge

Language teaching colleagues, pedagogues and applied linguists exchange ideas from conferences they have attended in the past.

Technology Enhanced Learning Forum (Michaela Seserman, ELC)
23 November 2018, 3.30pm - 4pm, Language Lounge

This was a platform for sharing and discussing TEL methodology and practical ideas.

Under Formative Sun – are we moving towards learner-centeredness?
(Sebastian Kozbial, ELC)
30 November 2018, 3.15pm - 4pm, Language Lounge

This talk examined various methods of testing and assessment in an EFL classroom, with a particular focus on the formative approach (FA) as an example of learner-centred assessment.